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About This Game

A unique adventure game full of exploratory expeditions to the various underground worlds on different planets.

Travel with your Minaur through the game universe, discover new worlds, their unique environment and inhabitants. Lead your
Minaur safely through underworlds to gain knowledge and collect The Mighty Resource. Complete various quests, develop your
character, collect loot from various animals, and rescue your trapped mates. Reunite the Minaur Nation and become a legend!

It all depends on your in game decisions. The game has a nonlinear progress unique to each player.

Enjoy a blend of adventure, action and logical game with RPG elements.

Experience the atmosphere of unknown worlds, underlined by detailed graphic and sound design.

Discover hundreds of unique locations with living interactive environments, various animals and many hidden
surprises. Get all 147 available knowledge hints.

Take advantage of the environment and specific animal behaviour in your favor.

Learn, upgrade and use up to 28 special abilities.

Try to complete all 57 special Challenges and gain up to 20 Advantages, that enhance
different attributes of your Minaur.
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Avoid the fulfillment of the 14 Failures, that reveal your Weaknesses.

Gain up to 72 different Achievements and compete with other players.

The game is fully localized in 8 languages (English, German, Czech, Russian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian).
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Title: Minaurs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
IIIDA Interactive
Publisher:
IIIDA Interactive
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Portuguese,Russian
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Edit: Steam is reporting an incorrect gameplay time. Yes, I'm aware it looks like I didn't actually play the game. No, I do not
intend to see that it gets fixed.

Yes/No is a difficult choice to make on this title. It's sophomoric, but it's free to play. It's clear the author is still getting his
footing, so he's not charging money and that's commendable. I've seen far worse sold for cash in the steam store, and even then
sold for cash under the guise of the Early Access moniker.

I'll get my criticisms out of the way. It looks better in the video. In-game, it leaves something to be desired in the details. Also,
no option for Y axis inversion, so those of us who are veterans (also known as "right") are forced to struggle. Also, there was no
easily described method of quitting. Again, being veteran, the Alt+F4 combination did the job, but a person who didn't know
about that would have to find another way of leaving the game, the worst-case being a hard reboot. You never want your
audience to feel like they're being held hostage. The sound design is good, but the balance is off leaving the voice-over difficult
to hear and the voice-over itself is a little overused, venturing hard in to crutch territory. Lastly, I was expecting something a
little more seat-of-your-pants akin to No Time To Explain meets Ether One and it fell short on that scale. It was borderline
psychedelic in places and had a decent sense of atmosphere, but on the whole just didn't feel as finished as I'd like.

On the bright side, I won't say that I didn't like it. It was fun. It was an interesting diversion. The developer needs more practice,
but on the whole, the game told a story and I had a good time. If it were my game, I wouldn't strive for higher resolution. There's
more to be said for pulling off an artistic vision than for photo-realism. We know this game isn't real, we don't have to be
reminded of that. I'd experiment more with shader networks, play even more with the bloom filter, use visual tricks to mess with
your audience's head just a little bit more. If you can make them second-guess their perceptions, they'll be drawn in more, little
by little, deeper down the rabbit's hole. In spite of places where the details get a little ugly, there are bright moments where this
really is a beautiful game, but they're only moments. It needs more. Overall, I'm glad I didn't pay for it, but I like where it's
going. I hope to see more and better from this developer in the future.. This game came out in 2004, so I am a little disapointed
by all the negative reviews because, for its time and genre, Aura is a great game. It is definately is a Myst- like game in that you
do have to use your mind to think outside the box... the environments are beautiful... and you have no clue what to do at first. Is
it easier than Myst... a little, the clues are a bit more obvious, and the puzzles not quite as hard. But if you have never played this
type of game before, it is difficult. Is it as good as Myst? Not by a long shot, but that doesn't mean it isn't a good game. Myst set
the bar VERY high, and for its time Aura is one of the better clones that I have played.

For an older game, I highly recommend Aura for fans of this genre. And I have had no problems running it on my Windows 10
gaming rig.. This game is buggier than an anthill. At least one achievement won't unlock so achievement hunters beware. The
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last mission was a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥because of the stupid "ray of death" but when I figured out how to pass it easily with two
upgraded supply trucks and an upgraded dragon it just crapped out and wouldn't complete even though I had the full map
cleared. Don't buy this, I bought this for a dollar and I still think I overpaid.. Played with the few basic things available and had
some fun. Would be great to be able to search, see beyond page 1, etc, but I guess that is for the future!. Simple, casual, fun. A
great time-killer.. Very laggy. Unplayable right now.. I'm pretty torn on this one.

On one hand:
+ the subject matter is very interesting
+ the production values and voice acting is quite good
+ it can educate you on a piece of history

On the other:
- it does not play all that well
- the game desperately needs controller support, but two sequences that have medical gameplay that feels ripped from the Wii's
Trauma Center series (and seem pretty out of place in this game, honestly) probably make that impossible to implement
- the game abruptly ends after 2-3 hours, at what feels like the very beginning of the second act of a three-act story
- the choices you are presented with seem to make zero difference

I have given this a "No" recommendation, but if you want to see (part of) a story from a piece of history you may not know
much about and are okay with a short adventure that does not seem to play all that well, it's worth a pickup.

I was just warming up to the game when it suddenly ended, so it's too bad the game could not have seen the story through to the
end.. I really enjoyed this game :) !! The male actor was a bit annoying, but that would be my only complaint.. Pretty fun game. I
played through the Tutorial, Campaign and lots of Survival mode. I have played a few rounds of multiplayer as well. Overall it is
pretty fun to play--though might be most fun to play with friends.

The multiplayer and survival modes both offer leaderboards to compete with friends / everyone.

I look forward to the community for this game to grow and see where this game goes.
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Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off screen and sometimes in barriers and you cant shoot them meaning the entire
level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed before I could recommend.. I bought this game because i have played the mobile
game for awhile now and HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665are the physics in the pc version
dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i don't know how you can even make worse physics than in a mobile game. So if
you are buying this game expecting the same sort of gameplay as on mobile, DON'T BUY. Other than the physics its quite a
solid drifting game ngl.. Basically a game a 7 year old could build on rpgmaker.
10/10 would recommend to anyone with money to burn.. This is no different then Sparkle 2... Both games are garbage. This one
may have a new brand of trash bag but its still just that... Trash.. I enjoyed playing this game. I like the story because it was
better than in previous game Princess Isabella.

Pros:
 + funny characters
 + fast travel map
 + music background. Such simple beauty. It is hard to discribe the complex way I enjoy this game. I feels like dancing to great
music in game form.. Best ball game I've played on steam. It has 50+ levels and more to be released. Some levels need tweaking
but the majority of them are well done and fun to play. Devs are open to ideas and I'm looking forward to new levels and current
ones being changed around as well as the multiplayer to be released.

All around a lot of fun to play and grind leaderboard times can't wait for the full release :). Very bad. I've played 8 minutes and I
found a hacker. Gameplay is poor.
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